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Completed Table Topper:  30 inches tall x  30 inches wide 

Finished block size:  5 inches 

                      Materials Needed  

Fabrics 
 (36) 5.5” squares, assorted fall colors 
 (1) 5.5” square  
 Assorted brown scraps for body 
 Assorted 3” x 3” bright scraps for feathers 
 One red scrap for wattle 
 1 yard backing fabric 
 1 yard batting 
 130 inches of 2.5” strips for binding 
 Fabric stabilizer scrap for body (optional) 
 
Other Supplies 
 Mini 2.8x2.5” Hexagon EZ Quilting tool by Darlene Zimmerman 
 “Creative Grids” Dresden template 
 Pearl cotton for embroidery 
 Embroidery needle 
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Cutting Instructions 

 

From Assorted Fall Fabrics (for wallhanging) 

(36) 5.5 inch x 5.5 inch squares  

 

From Muslin Scrap:  

(1) 5.5 inch x 5.5 inch square (lining for Turkey Tom square) 

 

From Brown Scraps (for body and head/neck):  

(1) Hexagon from Hexagon EZ Quilting tool (Turkey body) 

(2) 3” half blade from RIGHT SIDE of Creative Grid Dresden Ruler (Turkey head/

neck) 

 

From Assorted Bright Scraps (for feathers): 

(3) 3”half blades from LEFT SIDE of Creative Grid Dresden Ruler  

(3) 3”half blades from RIGHT SIDE of Creative Grid Dresden Ruler  

 

Quilting Math 

1/4 inch = .25 inch 

1/2 inch = .5 inch          

3/4 inch = .75 inch 

“ is the symbol for inch 

 

Tip:  You will want one 5.5 

inch square to be a light 

color for Turkey Tom! 

Gray Barn Design Notes 

 All seams are 1/4 inch , unless otherwise 

noted in instructions 

 Assume width of fabric = 42 inches 

 Press seams as indicated  

 Sew seams with right sides together 

Left Side Cut Right Side Cut 
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Make turkey body, head and neck  

1. If you are using a fabric stabilizer, follow manufacturer’s directions to iron the stabilizer to the wrong 

side of the brown hexagon (body) and the brown 3” half blade (head/neck). 

2. Referring to the diagram at right, round off the top corners of the head/neck to form the 

head. 

 

Make tail feathers 

1. Match the 6 half feather blades as detailed in the diagram below.  Sew seams together 

and press seams open.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Referring to the diagram below, carefully round off the top of the feathers with a scissors.   
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Create the turkey  

1. Select a light-colored 5.5” square block to feature the turkey. 

2. Place the 5.5” muslin block underneath a light-colored block.  The muslin will help stabilize the fabric while 

you are hand or machine embroidering. Turn the layered turkey blocks on point.  

3. Place the brown hexagon and the tail feathers near the center of the block which is on-point. Adjust the 

feathers until the feather/body proportion is pleasing to your eye.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Using a chalk pencil, draw a cut line across the feathers so that you can trim the feathers and reduce bulk 

underneath the turkey body. Trim off the bottom of the feathers with a scissors.  

5. Pin (or if you are using fabric stabilizer, iron) the feathers to the on-point block.  Place the brown hexagon 

on top of the feathers.   

6. Pin (or if you are using fabric stabilizer, iron) the head/neck piece and the wattle. Make sure the top of the 

wattle is tucked under the head/neck.  
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Embroidery Finishes 

1. Use hand or machine embroidery to attach the turkey pieces to the fabric.  If using hand embroidery, use 

dark brown pearl cotton thread to attach the turkey pieces to the fabric.  Use red pearl cotton to attach 

the wattle.  

2. For finishing touches, use a satin stitch in orange pearl cotton to create a beak.  

3. Make a French knot with cream pearl cotton to create an eye.  

4. Lightly draw the feet and legs on the block using a chalk marker.  

Use orange pearl cotton and a back stitch to create the feet and 

legs.  

 

 

 

 

 

Make the top 

1. Lay out the 5.5” blocks in rows.  Each horizontal row will have 6 blocks.  Place the turkey block in the lower 

right position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Sew the rows together and press seams open.   
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Finish the Wall Hanging 

1. Layer the backing fabric, batting and quilt top.  Quilt using your favorite quilting technique. 

2. If this will be a wall hanging, add a hanging sleeve to the back using your favorite hanging sleeve technique.   

3. Sew the 2.5 inch binding strips together and attach to the quilt using your favorite binding technique.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Like free quilt patterns?   

Follow us at : 

www.graybarndesigns.com  

 

 


